
KONO!RAMA
No1 

SKU     NAME     BARCODE
KRNO1_mini    KONO!RAMA NO1 MINI            618952999879
KRNO1_square    KONO!RAMA NO1 SQUARE     618952999862 
KRNO1_wide        KONO!RAMA NO1 WIDE  618952999909

CONTENT EACH PACK: 1 TUTORIAL, 6 ADHESIVE STRIPS, 3 EFFECT LAYERS
SIZES: MINI / SQUARE / WIDE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION KONO!RAMA No1
AUSTIN 
brings colorful splashes of color to your shot and the world immediately appears in a more cheerful light. Due to the 
overlapping circles, new shades of colour are mixed with the background. Pep up your Instant 
RAINDROPS 
You have the blues or you’re longing for a refreshing summer rain? Then you can use this effect to express your 
mood. Show others your world through a window pane full of raindrops and melancholy on a sunny day. Pep up your 
Instant

NORTHERN LIGHTS 
The most complex effect of the No1 filters. This layer responds very variable, some even say unpredictable, depen-
ding on the backgrounds and light incursions. From a very subtle mere hint to surprisingly very strong effects, every-
thing is possible. The whole picture is given a certain elegance and quality look. Pep up your Instant 

For best results use on sunny days. Results may vary. NO Film included. Watch our tutorial Video 

KONO MANUFAKTUR® 

All KONO! RAMA Layers are: 
-Reusable 
-Made in Germany 
-Easy to handle – just Stick and Shoot
-Work with instax® INSTANT FILM 

instax® is a registered trademark oft the 
FUJI Film Corporation

https://konomanufaktur.com/konorama


KONO!RAMA
No2 

SKU     NAME     BARCODE
KRNO2_mini     KONO!RAMA NO2 MINI    618952999893
KRNO2_square        KONO!RAMA NO2 SQUARE  618952999886
KRNO2_wide    KONO!RAMA NO2 WIDE  618952999916

CONTENT EACH PACK: 1 TUTORIAL, 6 ADHESIVE STRIPS, 3 EFFECT LAYERS
SIZES: MINI / SQUARE / WIDE

KONO MANUFAKTUR® 

All KONO! RAMA Layers are: 
-Reusable 
-Made in Germany 
-Easy to handle – just Stick and Shoot
-Work with instax® INSTANT FILM 

instax® is a registered trademark oft the 
FUJI Film Corporation

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION KONO!RAMA No2
SHADOW PLAY 
The layer for the perfect silent movie look. Make the new look vintage with a staged shadow play of vignettes and 
charming traces of usage.  Pep up your Instant 
CHECKERED
Fancy a game of chess? This effect divides your photo into shiny and matte areas that create an interesting depth. 
Ideally suited for landscape and architectural photography. Pep up your Instant

PUZZLED 
The fastest puzzle in the world and all the pieces fit. Just Stick & Shoot and you‘ve already solved your unique 
puzzle. 

For best results use on sunny days. Results may vary. NO Film included. Watch our tutorial Video 

https://konomanufaktur.com/konorama


KONO!RAMA
No3

KONO MANUFAKTUR® 

SKU     NAME     BARCODE
KRNO3_mini    KONO!RAMA NO3 MINI   618952999923
KRNO3_square    KONO!RAMA NO3 SQUARE  618952999947
KRNO3_wide    KONO!RAMA NO3 WIDE  618952999930

CONTENT EACH PACK: 1 TUTORIAL, 6 ADHESIVE STRIPS, 3 EFFECT LAYERS
SIZES: MINI / SQUARE / WIDE

All KONO! RAMA Layers are: 
-Reusable 
-Made in Germany 
-Easy to handle – just Stick and Shoot
-Work with instax® INSTANT FILM 

instax® is a registered trademark oft the 
FUJI Film Corporation

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION KONO!RAMA No3
UMBRELLA 
Use the Layer Umbrella to create an intense play of colors and geometrical forms, shining over the entire image.  
Strong, powerful and cheerful, this umbrella doesn’t protect you from the rain but from boredom. Pep up your Instant 
SWEETS
Add a touch of pink with this layer and the whole world will change. High saturation, smooth contrasts and all shades 
of this special tint are just some of the features. Back to the 50`s anyone? Pep up your Instant

CANDY STRIPES 
So pretty in mint. And pink. Let the light fall through this delicious blinds and experience the colors of the stripes 
change from minty green to raspberry pink. Pep up your Instant
 

For best results use on sunny days. Results may vary. NO Film included. Watch our tutorial Video 

https://konomanufaktur.com/konorama

